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A Note from Our New Letter Exchange Coordinator
Hi and welcome to the Fall 2021 Guatemala
Partnership Newsletter! I am Alan ClaytonMatthews and I have succeeded Dave Johnson
as the coordinator for the Partner Family letter
exchange with Santa María Tzejá (SMT), so you
will be hearing a lot more from me!

Stay in Touch
Online:

https://www.facebook.com/Partn
ersforGuatemalaEducation

This is the time of year to write to your
partner family for our February delegation.
Please send your letter to a.claytonmatthews@northeastern.edu no later than
January 1, 2022, with a subject line that
includes “Partner Family.” Feel free to contact me with any questions via
the above e-mail address or by phone at: 617-512-6224.
I have been corresponding with a SMT
family for about 20 years now, and I have
traveled to SMT many times over the
years as a co-leader of the August
delegations. Like some, I have had the
pleasure of meeting my partner family in
person and have seen how happy and
appreciative families are to receive these
letters.
Letter Distribution
(early 1990’s)

The day after
we arrive in
the village, there is a large gathering of families
to receive our letters. Then, during the week
families in the village drop off their response
letters up until the final celebratory sendoff.
This festivity includes music and dance
performed by school students, remarks by
community leaders, and a goodbye from the
delegation, but the most memorable moments
occur when the young smiling children, parents,
and older adults bring their letters to put in our
mailbag to return to you.
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Highlights
Your partner family letter is
due for our February 2022
delegation. Please send
your letter by Jan 1st so our
translators can complete
their work.
The Guatemala Partnership
celebrates the success of
COVID vaccines in SMT. As
we continue to monitor the
global environment, we
have great news: A
delegation trip is planned
for February 2022!!
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Sometimes, disappointingly, SMT families do not respond back to letters we send. Why might this
happen? Possibly the letter-writer of the family is not in the village and the other family members do
not know how to write, or perhaps family circumstances just don’t provide the opportunity to meet the
short timeframe to respond. Most of the time we do not know the reason. In recent years my own
partner family has not responded more times than they have responded, but I know from experience
that they do receive my letter and appreciate the connection. Please do consider writing even if you
have not had a response. It is an easy way to spread joy and foster connections with our friends in SMT.

SMT COVID-19 Update
The Guatemalan government is now vaccinating anyone over 18 years
of age and the US, Mexico, and COVAX (a worldwide initiative aimed at
equitable access to COVID-19 vaccines) have donated over 7 million
vaccine doses to the country. Current numbers indicate that 37% of
the overall population in Guatemala has received at least 1 dose of a
COVID-19 vaccine. Transporting COVID-19 vaccines to rural areas,
however, has been no small feat. In some cases, intrepid health
workers have had to use rope bridges and cables to ferry COVID-19
vaccines to the most remote areas of the country! By October 2021,
driven by a new dialogue-based strategy that has enhanced rural
vaccinations in areas like SMT, more than 28% of people in rural
regions have received at least 1 dose of a COVID-19 vaccine. In our
Delivering COVID-19 Vaccines
virtual meeting with the Health Committee this past October, we
learned that SMT exceeds this regional rate. Now an estimated 50% of the people in SMT are
vaccinated. While the number of cases in the village is low, there have been positive cases throughout
the year as well as three confirmed deaths in the community from COVID-19. In support of public health
during this pandemic and with financial assistance from many of you, the Guatemala Partnership sent a
pandemic emergency donation to SMT to enable them to purchase oxygen cylinders and concentrators,
oximeters, and masks, and helped fund a mobile loudspeaker service to announce COVID-19 vaccination
dates to members of the community.

We Celebrate With Federico
In yet another educational success story from SMT,
Federico Maquén Hernández has just graduated from
medical school! Rising to the challenge of demanding
classes and grueling schedules, Federico achieved his
goal on the cusp of his 30th birthday. In addition to our
support of SMT’s middle school, the Guatemala
Partnership sponsored Federico's high school
scholarship, enabling him to embark on those key steps
of his educational journey.
Federico at his graduation from medical school
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Federico's sister Rolanda García, one of the first SMT scholarship recipients and now an accomplished
journalist, provided funding for Federico's medical school studies. Thus, Federico's accomplishment, in
addition to a tribute to his own dedication and hard work, is an example of the ripple effects of
education and the community spirit of paying it forward.
For many years the Needham church community and other generous donors have enabled us to sponsor
five (5) new high school scholarships per year in SMT. With no high school in the village, students must
attend schools and pay living expenses outside the village. Through the support of our scholarship
program, more than 100 SMT students have been able to attend high school! And this year, despite the
difficulties of remote learning, seven (7) Guatemala Partnership sponsored students fulfilled their dream
of graduating from high school. For several years the SMT Scholarship Committee has requested that we
increase scholarships, where due to inflation and the increasing costs of education, our scholarships
now cover only 60% of actual costs. Consequently, families of lesser means sometimes turn down a
scholarship for their qualified child. To avoid such outcomes our future goal is to find ways to increase
the scholarship amount from $1,200 to $2,400/year.

Fall 2021 Delegation Update: SMT Education, Community Projects, and
COVID-19
“You always show up.” The Needham Congregational Church sent its first delegation to SMT in 1987. We
have faithfully sent delegations, twice a year, every year since. Looking back, one of the founding
members of the village once said to Clark Taylor: “When we could not rely on anyone, you always
showed up.” When the COVID-19 pandemic accelerated last year, making international travel to
Guatemala impossible, it was important to us that we continued to show up. In October, we completed
our third virtual delegation to SMT. Eight to twelve members of the Guatemala Partnership participated
in meetings with committee leaders in the village through Zoom, Google Meet, and WhatsApp.
During the October virtual delegation, we discovered from meeting with education leaders in the
community that one of the most disruptive aspects of the pandemic has been its effect on education.
Schools in SMT began this year by resuming in-person learning after nearly a year of remote teaching.
However, the Delta variant spike required schools to return to remote learning in the spring and through
the remainder of the school year. With limited access to cell phones and computers and inconsistent
availability of internet signals, remote learning posed all the same challenges as we have experienced in
the US but with fewer options. Unfortunately, in the face of these obstacles, about a quarter of students
in the middle school suspended their studies this year. The teachers, however, made heroic efforts to
keep the school operating for the remaining students through a combination of Google Meet, small inperson group meetings, take-home assignments, and resources at the village computer center. It is with
great hope that in the new school year, which begins in February, students will be able to return to inperson learning and that those who suspended their studies will be able to restart their education.
In other discussions with the community leadership, we learned about SMT’s progress in establishing
their nature reserve and building a central community market. We also learned that access to water
continues to be a priority since homes in SMT still lack running water. Committee leaders are thoroughly
investigating possible water sources and funding options to provide this vital resource to all families in
the community.
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February 2022 Delegation Update: Returning to Santa María Tzejá
The Guatemala Partnership is centered around solidarity and friendship and represents a bond between
our two communities that has continued unsevered for over 34 years. Across the arch of those many
years, numerous joyous events have transpired. Guatemala’s civil war ended, the refugees living in
Mexico were able to return, electricity arrived in the village, the community, recognizing the importance
of education, started a middle school and then later a computer center. Stemming from these
developments, SMT witnessed its first class of middle school graduates, and later its first high school and
then university graduates, some of whom went on to become lawyers and doctors. And through all
these events, the Guatemala Partnership was there, visiting every six months, celebrating in the
community’s joys as if they were our own and as friends in solidarity.
When the global COVID-19 pandemic arrived in March of 2020 it brought the world to a halt. It has now
been nearly two years since an in-person delegation has been able to travel to SMT. However, with the
advent of COVID-19 vaccines and their availability in the community, we are planning to return to SMT
in February 2022. During our delegation we will reconnect with our old friends in SMT and continue the
journey we began together all those many years ago.
This coming February your partner family letters—with your greetings, your well wishes, and news from
your family—will again be delivered in-person! We look forward to sharing your partner family letters,
and later upon our return, bringing you news of their receipt in the village. Having been separated for
the past two years, it will likely prove to be a festive occasion, one that may be added to the list of
joyous moments that have occurred over the long history of our partnership.

February 2020 Delegation Arriving in Santa Maria Tzeja

As noted above, please send your partner family letter to a.clayton-matthews@northeastern.edu no
later than January 1, 2022, with a subject line that includes “Partner Family.” We look forward to
delivering your partner family letter in person!
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